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Taking Hope to China: An Example of Late-Qing Translation
將Hope引介到中國：晚清翻譯一例

Denise GIMPEL
Department of Cross-Cultural and Regional Studies, University of Copenhagen
哥本哈根大學跨文化及區域研究系

Since its publication in 1894, Anthony Hope’s The Prisoner of Zenda 曾達的囚徒 has
been popular with generations of young readers in Britain. In 1912 the novel was translated
into Chinese and published in installments in Xiaoshuo yuebao 小說月報 (The Short Story
Magazine) (1912, nos. 1-8). The short, 140-page novel was translated relatively faithfully and
completely by Gan Yonglong 甘永龍 and Zhu Bingxun 朱炳勳 1 under the title Lugong mishi 盧

宮秘史 (Mystery at the Court of Lu). However there were some changes and interferences with
the original text and these made of the somewhat light and entertaining English novel a rather
different text in Chinese. The novel was not translated because of its intrinsic plot interest or its
significance; its plot and characters were borrowed to illustrate to Chinese readers the kind of
literature late-Qing reformers were espousing. Thus the translation of Anthony Hope’s novel was
intimately linked with the hope for a new national literature for China. The present discussion
of the translators’ interferences with and alterations to the English novel will be at the centre of
this article as well as the issue of how we can interpret such interventions into a text. However,
it would seem apposite at the outset to introduce very briefly both the context of the translation
activity and the plot of the novel since, for many, Anthony Hope’s The Prisoner of Zenda may not
have been part of their early reading.
Fiction, Journals and Translations
In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries the genre of fiction was rediscovered
in China. China had, of course, always had a tradition of fiction writing, but this was very much
subordinated to the genres of poetry and prose. Thus the newly invented xin xiaoshuo 新小
說 (new fiction) was to be a socio-political cure-all and play a role in the modernization of the
country. 1898 saw the publication of Liang Qichao’s 梁啟超 (1873-1929) famous and, since then,
much cited assessment of the influence of fiction in Western countries and Japan. He opined that
in these countries respected individuals wrote novels in which they presented their political views
and that these novels were read and discussed in all social circles and had consequently often
led to changes or reforms in the relevant countries.2 These and other similar statements on the
1

There is little biographical information available about the two translators. Gan, however, also translated for the
well-known journal Dongfang zazhi 東方雜誌 [Eastern Miscellany]. Between 1908 and 1917 her published
translations from English on various topics, many of which were linked with politics. In 1917 he was also involved in the publication of an English language journal, the English Weekly 英語週刊, which offered aids and
exercises for the learning of English.
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Liang Qichao 梁啟超, “Yiyin zhengzhi xiaoshuo xu” 譯印政治小說序 [“Foreword to the Publication of Political Fiction in Translation”], Qingyibao 清議報 [The China Discussion] 1 (1898), reprinted in Chen Pingyuan
陳平原 and Xia Xiaohong 夏曉虹, eds., Ershi shiji xiaoshuo lilun ziliao 二十世紀小說理論資料 [Theoretical Materials of Chinese Novels in the Twentieth Century] (1898; Beijing 北京: Beijing daxue chubanshe 北
京大學出版社, 1989), 21-22; Wong Wang-chi 王宏志 “‘The Sole Purpose is to Express My Political Views’:
Liang Qichao and the Translation and Writing of Political Novels in the Late-Qing,” ed., David Pollard,
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political and social uses of fiction as a modern national literature triggered increased translation
of foreign works of fiction in China.3

This “discovery” and support for political fiction together with the supposed reformatory
force of modern national literatures (at least in those countries considered stronger or more
modern than China) did not in fact lead to translators exclusively concentrating on the rendering
of so-called political novels into Chinese. The number of such translations is, on the contrary,
relatively negligible. Novels such as Disraeli’s Sybil or Bulwer-Lytton’s Ernest Maltravers, which
had earlier been translated into Japanese, were not the most popular items for translation in
China. It would seem that neither they nor Liang Qichao’s own attempts at the fiction he so
espoused could gain readers’ interest.4 The leading items for translation were, on the contrary,
contemporary bestsellers, especially those from England. There would appear to be a number of
reasons for this trend and these can be linked both to the new theoretical ideas about fiction in
China as well as to the growing market for fiction journals in China and in Britain.
One of the most popular types of foreign fiction for Chinese translators and their readership
was stories of crime and detection together with stories in which there were mysteries and political
intrigues.5 Such stories provided examples of modern man with modern capabilities and modern
knowledge; they showed a Chinese audience considered in need of instruction how problems
could be solved or how one took on social responsibility.6 Particularly in the case of mystery
stories or tales in which strange and incomprehensible things happened that were clarified only
in the course of the story, Chinese theorists of fiction were of one opinion: such stories were
central to literature and the Chinese needed to translate them until they were capable of writing
them. Such theorists were, moreover, of the opinion that the Chinese lacking in adventurous spirit,
scientific knowledge and the ability to think logically precluded the creation and writing such
stories in Chinese. It was only through the translation of foreign models that the country would
gain examples of the kind of fiction it needed as well as examples of the new kind of hero it so
desperately required.7
Translation and Creation: Readings of Western Literature in Early Modern China, 1840-1918 (Amsterdam and
Philadelphia: John Benjamins, 1998), 107.
3

On translations in general, see David Pollard, Translation and Creation: Readings of Western Literature in Early
Modern China, 1840-1918 (Amsterdam and Philadelphia: John Benjamins, 1998).
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Wong, “Political Novels in the Late-Qing,” 117.

5

For a useful overview, see Nakamura Tadayuki 中村忠行, “Shinmatsu tantei shōsetsu shikō” 清末偵探小說
史稿 [“Draft History of Late-Qing Detective Fiction”], Shinmatsu shōsetsu kenkyū 清末小說研究 [Research
on Late-Qing Fiction] 2 (1978): 9-42; 3 (1979): 10-60. For an overview of fiction and translated fiction in the
leading literary journals of the late-Qing period, see Liu Yongwen 劉永文, ed., Wan-Qing xiaoshuo mulu 晚清
小說目錄 [Index to Late-Qing Fiction] (Shanghai 上海: Shanghai guji chubanshe 上海古籍出版社, 2004).
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Denise Gimpel, Lost Voices of Modernity: A Popular Fiction Magazine in Context (Honolulu: University of
Hawai’i Press, 2001), 149-164.
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Chen Pingyuan 陳平原, Xiaoshuo shi: lilun yu shijiani 小說史：理論與實踐 [History of Fiction: Theory
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As this need for a new type of fiction was being voiced in China, journals that arose at
the same time concentrated on the publication of fiction. They were to provide the readers with
examples of modern and informative works, works that could reform them and transform the
country. Almost all of the new journals opened with a statement of intent that emphasised the
educational and developmental power of fiction for a backward nation and its citizens.8 However

the rise of such literary journals or magazines cannot be attributed alone to a rediscovery of
fiction in China. Both the Chinese image and understanding of literature and its modern
dissemination were closely linked to the existence and rise of popular English magazines. These
magazines were highly visible both in Britain and in China, where they would have been on
sale and been subscribed to by foreigners resident in such urban centres as Shanghai. The late
nineteenth century and the early twentieth century were the heyday of literary journals in both
Britain and the United States. It was here that authors of all kinds published their works first,
and such magazines contained scandal, fiction, travelogues, scientific reports, puzzles and much
more to entertain and inform their readership. Thus publications such as The Strand Magazine
or The Windsor Magazine provided examples of the literary magazine for a Chinese audience
as well as the material for the translation activities that many undertook at this time.9 Publishing
houses such as the Shanghai Commercial Press 上海商務印書館 had large collections of such
foreign magazines in their archives as well as a large collection of foreign books.10 In other words,
popular contemporary literature from English-speaking countries, including foreign stories
translated into English and published in popular English language magazines, was also available
in Shanghai and provided a rich source of material and inspiration.11
Many of the authors whose works were translated and published in late-Qing literary
magazines are largely unfamiliar to us today. Advertisements from Yueyue xiaoshuo 月月小
and Practice] (Beijing 北京: Beijing daxue chubanshe 北京大學出版社, 1993), 196-198; Denise Gimpel,
Lost Voices, 115-124, 142-143; Denise Gimpel, “Neue Helden braucht das Land: Zur Rezeption der westlichen
Detektivgeschichte in China zu Beginn des 20. Jahrhunderts” 民族需要新英雄：二十世紀初中國對西方
偵探小說的接受 [“The Nation Needs New Heroes: On the Reception of the Western Detective Stories in China
at the Beginning of the Twentieth Century”], eds., Denise Gimpel and Melanie Hanz, Cheng: In All Sincerity:
Festschrift in Honour of Monika Űbelhőr (Hamburger: Hamburger Sinologische Gesellschaft, 2001), 149-164.
For a comprehensive overview of detective fiction in China, see Jeffrey C. Kinkley, Chinese Justice, the Fiction:
Law and Literature in Modern China (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2000).
8

Gimpel, Lost Voices, 177-183. To 1910 the most influential journals were Xin xiaoshuo 新小說 [New Fiction]
(1902-1906), Xiuxiang xiaoshuo 繡像小說 [Illustrated Fiction] (1903-1906), Yueyue xiaoshuo 月月小說 [The
All-Story Monthly] (1906-1908), Xiaoshuo lin 小說林 [Grove of Fiction] (1907-1908), Xiaoshuo yuebao 小說
月報 [The Short Story Magazine] (1910-1932).
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For example all Conan Doyle’s Holmes’ stories were published first in The Strand Magazine.
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Gimpel, Lost Voices, 164; Leo Lee Ou-fan 李歐梵, Shanghai Modern: The Flowering of a New Urban Culture
in China, 1935-1945 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1999).
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English books could also be purchased through the publishing house Kelly & Walsh in Shanghai.

說 (The All-Story Monthly) perhaps offer a good picture of the translating activities.12 In the
advertisements we do find familiar names such as Dumas, Dickens, Thackeray, Hardy or James,
but they stand side by side with such “Greats” as William Le Queux, L.T. Meade, Israel Zangwill,
Rodrigues Ottolengui, Marie Corelli and Mrs Southworth. And some ten years later, when Yun
Tieqiao 惲鐵樵, the editor of the journal Xiaoshuo yuebao, made a list of the best Western writers
of the day on the basis of a text he had translated from The Strand Magazine, we do not find the
names of those who have been monumentalised by orthodox literary history since then; he lists
Conan Doyle, Charles Garvice, Alice Hegan Rice, W.W. Jacobs, Jeffery Farnol, J.J. Bell and
W. Pett Ridge.13 Some Chinese journals also published photographs of famous foreign authors,
authors such as Conan Doyle, Hall Caine, Rider Haggard, Zangwill, Benson, Pemberton, Andrew
Lang.14 A photograph of Anthony Hope was also published. Indeed it was authors such as Anthony
Hope, Conan Doyle or Rider Haggard who established the phenomenon of the “bestseller” on the
English market after the disappearance of the “triple decker,” the three-volume novel that had
been the leading form of the novel until then.15 These authors, whose fame has often dwindled
today, were extremely popular and household names among English and American readers of
the day and they filled the pages of all the leading contemporary journals such as The Strand
Magazine, The Windsor Magazine, The Idler, Tit-Bits, The English Illustrated Magazine. Thus
it can really come as no surprise that Anthony Hope’s The Prisoner of Zenda was singled out for
translation in China.

12

Two adverts (Yueyue xiaoshuo 1-2 [1906]) were placed by members of a translation society 譯書交通公會.
They list the names of foreign authors and the titles of the works that the society has translated. It was an attempt
to create some sort of system in translation activities. The society, founded in 1903 by Zhou Guisheng 周桂笙
(1873-1936 or 1863-1926), wanted to ensure that translations of foreign works also provided the original title of
the work and the name of the author in the original language. In this manner they wanted to avoid what must have
been a common situation: readers found themselves reading one and the same story translated by different people
and with different modes of transcribing the original name in Chinese and different renderings of the titles. The
advertisement in Yueyue xiaoshuo no. 3 1906 has the title “The Most Famous British Authors of the Last Thirty
Years” and claims to list them according to their popularity.

13

Yun Tieqiao 惲鐵樵, “Zuozhe qiren” 作者七人 [“Seven Authors”], Xiaoshuo yuebao 小說月報 [The Short
Story Magazine] 7 (1915): 7800-7804; The Strand Magazine 49.2 (1915).

14

To put just some of these names in context: Sir Thomas Henry Hall Caine (1853-1931), listed third in the list of
most famous authors of Great Britain after Dickens and Thackeray (Yueyue xiaoshuo 3 [1906] ) as indeed a very
well known author at the time and was later to become the companion and secretary of D. G. Rosetti; Benson and
Pemberton wrote regularly for The Windsor Magazine; Israel Zangwill (1864-1926) published stories and essays
in a variety of magazines; Rodrigues Ottolengui in the Idler and Charles Garvice largely in The Strand Magazine.

15

David Trotter, The English Novel in History, 1895-1920 (London: Routledge, 1993), 63.
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Anthony Hope and The Prisoner of Zenda
Anthony Hope was the name under which Sir Anthony Hope Hawkins (1863-1933) published
a series of novels. He was the kind of man the Victorians loved: educated, well-informed, a man
of action and politics. Thus he was also a man who fit the Chinese perceptions of the politically
motivated and influential Western author as set out by Liang Qichao and others.
After the huge success of his novel The Prisoner of Zenda16 in 1894 he retired from his

profession as a lawyer and dedicated himself to writing. He moved in the best circles in Britain
and America and was a member of the same gentleman’s club as Winston Churchill and Lloyd
George. In 1893 The Strand Magazine wrote of him: “He goes everywhere, is seen everywhere,
speaks everywhere, and says kind things everywhere to everyone who reads him.”17 He was thus
someone in contemporary society.
He may also have been someone to Chinese readers of Chinese literary magazines of the
day. In 1907, one year after his photograph had been published as a representative of “modern
British writers,” the first translation of one of his novels was published.18 And even if, contrary to
popular Chinese conceptions of the effects of foreign fiction, Hope’s novel never made a mark on
the political system or political ideas in Great Britain, he was in fact invited to dinner at Downing
Street by Prime Minister Lord Roseberry after the publication of The Prisoner of Zenda. It is
reported that they discussed the political situation in Ruritania!19
The Prisoner of Zenda remains a bestseller or classic today.20 It was translated into German
in 1898,21 and was made into a theatre play and first performed at the end of the nineteenth
century; it has been made into a film at least five times (in Japan as well) and has been reproduced
in comic form. There are websites that revolve around the plot and teaching materials have been
produced for it both in England and in foreign countries. Thus we can say with certainty that this
is a text that continues to fascinate Western readers; it is not a story that only entertained readers
of a certain epoch. It has remained popular reading since its first publication.
16

Anthony Hope, The Prisoner of Zenda (1894; reprint, Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1994).

17

Reginald Pound, Mirror of the Century: The Strand Magazine 1891-1950 (New York: A. S. Barnes, 1996), 100.

18

Lin Shu 林紓 and Wei Yi 魏易 translated A Man of Mark. See Zhu Xizhou 朱羲冑, Chunjuezhai zhushu ji
春覺齋著述記 [Works from the Chunjue Studio], Minguo congshu 民國叢書 [Compendium of Sources from
the Republican Period], 4th Series, Vol. 94 (1945; Shanghai 上海: Shanghai shudian 上海書店, 1989), 45. The
translation was published by the Commercial Press under the title 西奴林娜小傳. His name was not transcribed
in the same manner as in Xiaoshuo yuebao as Ensu Huobo 蒽蘇霍伯 but as Andongni Hepo 安東尼賀迫. A
Man of Mark was Hope’s first novel. It was published in 1890 and describes a revolution in a fictional South
American country.

19
20

See Penguin Readers Factsheets, The Prisoner of Zenda, (Longman: Pearson Education, 2000).
One hundred years after its first publication in 1894, the novel was republished by Penguin Popular Classics. In
2001 it was again published by Oxford University Press.

21
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Der große Brockhaus, (Wiesbaden: F. A. Brockhaus, 1954), 5:318.

The Plot
The novel The Prisoner of Zenda tells of the dangerous and romantic adventures of Rudolf
Rassendyll, a young man of good family who has no ambitions largely as a result of financial
security. More or less as an attempt to escape from his nagging sister-in-law, he travels in secret to
Ruritania, a fictional kingdom somewhere east of Dresden, to attend the coronation ceremony of
the new king (Rudolf V) in Strelsau, the capital of Ruritania. His own family is loosely connected
to the royal family of Ruritania due to the fact that a female relative has had an amorous affair
with a past king. The product of this liaison was a red-haired child (Rudolf Rassendyll), a surprise,
since all of the other members of the family are dark haired. Rudolf, the new king, has also
inherited the Ruritanian red hair.
Shortly after his arrival in Ruritania, Rudolf happens to meet with the other Rudolf, soon
to be king. They cannot help but notice a striking physical resemblance. Rudolf Rassendyll, the
doppelgänger of the new king of Ruritania, consequently steps in to aid the crown prince by
pretending to be him. Ultimately he saves the throne for the rightful heir. He does this because
Rudolf of Ruritania has an evil half-brother who kidnaps the the crown prince shortly before the
coronation ceremony in an attempt to take the throne. Rudolf Rassendyll, however, saves the
day by playing the part of the king at the ceremony and by rescuing the king from the Castle
of Zenda in which his half-brother, Black Michael, is holding him prisoner (hence the title: The
Prisoner of Zenda). Through his actions Rudolf shows not only that he is brave, but also that he
can sacrifice his love for the good of the greater community. In order to maintain the stability of
Ruritania he gives up his love for Princess Flavia, the future wife of Rudolf of Ruritania. The two
had developed deep affections for each other when Rudolf Rassendyll has been playing the part of
king. Flavia has sensed a difference in her fiancé, but she has been unaware of the true situation.
She is to be the new queen of Ruritania and has not always been too pleased with her fiancé and
his previous lifestyle. However shortly before the coronation, she notices a great change in him
and is greatly pleased by it. This, of course, is the time when Rudolf Rassendyll is standing in for
the king. When she finally realises what has happened, there is a heart-rending scene in which
the two of them realise that there is something far more at stake than the love of two individuals.
Private happiness has to be subordinated to the fate of a nation. They thus decide to part. The king
for his part promises to reform and become more like Rudolf Rassendyll, who returns to Britain
to live a secluded life in the woods, sure of the fact that one day he again will do great things for
humanity and that he will once again be able to see the princess.22

This is exactly the kind of hero imperial England admired; he combines courtesy and the
gentleman idea with adventure and a romantic involvement in an exotic country (another example
would be Rider Haggard’s She). Even if the moral and emotional transformation of the hero
constitutes an important strand of the story, in good British fashion it is never overtaxed, never
drawn out as the moral of the story. On the contrary, it is kept on the sidelines of attention through
22

They do meet again in the sequel to the novel, Rupert of Hentzau 魯珀特.
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humour and the self-irony of the protagonist. The Prisoner of Zenda is and was light reading in
English.
China also needed, and was in search of, such heroes for the new fiction. It needed examples
of men and women who were prepared to sacrifice their personal happiness for the greater good,
men and women who were afraid of nothing and took on every challenge. They needed to be
educated, brave and strong and thus act as exemplars of the modern citizen.23 However, given the
serious political problems of China at the time, the light and ironic touch that Anthony Hope had
given to the depiction of his hero was unthinkable. Heroes needed to be really heroic; they should
not be vain or insecure. In order to meet these requirements, the translators thus had to rework a
number of parts of the story.
The Chinese Translation of The Prisoner of Zenda
First of all it must be acknowledged that both translators clearly had a strong grasp of
English. This was not always the case with translators in the early twentieth century. Some
translated from the Japanese, some had assistants relate the story to them first and consequently
wrote down the story more or less correctly but in an elegant style. The present translation by Gan
and Zhu presents few examples of translation that may be considered incorrect or problematic.
There are also few cases where Chinese readers may have been irritated by the “Sinification” of
English phrases or idioms. One such example would be when the translators render the English
phrase “blind as a bat” as “盲如蝙蝠.”24 However these “mistakes” are few and far between.
Generally the translators tried to make the plot and the locations comprehensible to their
readers either by means of explanations in brackets after unusual terms or by means of subtle
alterations. Thus on the first mention of Ruritania, Chinese readers are told that it is the name of
a Prussian state (Pulushi zhi guoming 普魯士之國名).25 Dresden is explained as the capital of
Saxony in Germany and, when Rudolf’s friend in Paris asks if he is “going to see the pictures” in
Dresden,26 the translators add that Dresden has a world famous art gallery.27 When the military
officer Fritz von Tarlenheim is looking forward to a further meeting with the princess’ ladyin-waiting, readers are informed that those serving the royal families of Europe are often from
nobility themselves. Thus there can be no question that the officer starts an affair with a servant.28
The same method is used when there is a court ball in the course of the story. Chinese
readers would hardly have been able to supply the images necessary for the visualization of this

23

Gimpel, “Neue Helden braucht das Land” 民族需要新英雄 [“The Nation Needs New Heroes”], 149-164.

24

Hope, Zenda, 30; Gan Yonglong 甘永龍 and Zhu Bingxun 朱炳勳, Lugong mishi 盧宮秘史 [Mystery at the
Court of Lu], Xiaoshuo yuebao 小說月報 [The Short Story Magazine] 3.2 (1912): 2199.

25

Gan and Zhu, Lugong mishi, 3.1: 2069.

26

Hope, Zenda, 8.

27

Gan and Zhu, Lugong mishi, 3.1: 2067.

28

Ibid., 3.4: 2386.
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scene and thus the translators needed to add something to the text. In the English novel we find
the simple statement: “The ball was a sumptuous affair,”29 whereas the Chinese versions tells us:
On this evening the Court of Lu held a great ball (跳舞會). There was a large
banquet and the fashionably dressed gentlemen and ladies from the town all
came together.30
Western readers would have known that a banquet and dancing with men and women dressed in
their finery were integral components of balls at royal courts, but the Chinese readers required
further information before they could visualise the details of the event and understand that the
mixed sex evening activities were nothing out of the ordinary.
Further small “alterations” had to be made in the Chinese text. Thus a courtly “curtsey”
becomes a jugong 鞠躬 (bow), Holy Communion becomes baptism, and when Rudolf (English
and thus non-Catholic) makes a disrespectful remark about a letter from the Pope when he is
handed it in his role as king, the Chinese translators cannot reproduce any sense of the original.
Rudolf’s ironic statement – “[The Cardinal] presented me with a letter from the Pope – the first
and last that I have received from that exalted quarter!”31 – becomes rather ungainly in Chinese:
“[The chief priest] gave me a letter from the Pope in Rome, which I didn’t want” (Rudolf is not
Catholic and therefore he does not want the letter. See Chapter 4).32 When the differences and
antagonisms between the confessions are not an important or significant part of society, such
nuances are lost.
However there are far greater differences between the original and the translation, structural
differences that mean that one and the same basic story will be understood differently by
different readerships, interventions that cause differences in reception. In the following I would
like to concentrate on two clear divergences between the texts: the beginning and the end. The
beginnings and ends of texts are particularly sensitive places. The opening needs to ensure that
the reader will go on reading, and the ending needs to close what has gone before in accordance
with the author’s tale and the significance he may have given it or, as in this case, in accordance
with the preoccupations of the translators. Fundamental alterations at these places in the text may
be able to reveal something about readers’ habits and translators’ intentions.
The Prisoner of Zenda begins with direct speech: Rudolf Rassendyll’s sister-in-law is
somewhat irritated and says: “I wonder when in the world you are going to do anything, Rudolf.”
Whereupon Rudolf “lays down [his] egg-spoon” as a sign of his annoyance and retorts:
Why in the world should I do anything? My position is a comfortable one. I
29

Hope, Zenda, 61.

30

Gan and Zhu, Lugong mishi, 3.5: 2494.

31

Hope, Zenda, 30.

32

Gan and Zhu, Lugong mishi, 3.2: 2199.
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have an income nearly sufficient for my wants (no one’s income is ever quite
sufficient, you know), I enjoy an enviable social position: I am brother to Lord
Burlesdon, and brother-in-law to that charming lady, his countess. Behold, it
is enough!33
These brief opening sentences reveal a very clear situation to the English reader: the scene is set
in a very rich family that has already started its quarrels early in the morning, quarrels that no
doubt have a long history. Moreover, since this is the beginning of the chapter (and the book), we
assume that the quarrel has not been resolved. This is indeed the case, and in the course of the
subsequent dialogue, in which the usual arguments are exchanged, we learn the past history of
the family (the origins of Rudolf’s red hair, extra-marital relationships in the past, etc.). It is in the
course of the debate that Rudolf makes his decision to travel.
This opening scene not only provides the background and context of the following story, but
also gives the reader a first impression of Rudolf’s character, since he is the first-person narrator.
It becomes clear that he is lacking in initiative but rich; he is educated, sporty and very good
with words. His very English snobbishness, sarcasm, irony and, above all, self-irony are amply
exemplified in his remarks, quips and small actions in the opening scene where he is obviously
enjoying annoying his sister-in-law (she is, he feels, of lesser ancestry than his own family but,
fortunately for his brother, of greater wealth). Since Rudolf is the first-person narrator, the reader
is also witness to his inner thoughts, for instance when we follow his ruminations about his sisterin-law and women in general:
It will be observed that my sister-in-law, with a want of logic that must have
been peculiar to herself (for we are no longer allowed to lay it at the charge
of her sex), treated my complexion almost as an offence for which I was
responsible […].34
Or
“The difference between you and Robert [Rudolf’s elder brother]”, said my
sister-in-law, who often (bless her!) speaks on a platform, and oftener still as
if she were on one, “is that he recognises the duties of his position and you see
the opportunities of yours.”35
All in all, this is a particularly well-constructed opening that will probably raise a smile on the face
of the reader, for these kinds of situations are likely familiar to all. After this entertaining opening
33

Hope, Zenda, 1.
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Ibid., 3-4.

35

Ibid., 4.
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that successfully “draws us in,” as David Lodge has put it, over the threshold “separating the real
world we inhabit from the world the novelist has imagined,”36 we are willing to and interested in

reading on and finding out what would happen to this young man on his travels. We may also have
developed a certain curiosity as to the country of Ruritania because we have recognised that it is a
fictional location and this very fictionality opens up greater possibilities for depicting unusual and
exciting situations than any existing country could. Thus the reader is prepared for an amusing
tale of imagination and adventure with a young and intelligent protagonist.
The Chinese translators do not appear to have found this type of opening attractive or
suitable for their audience since it is here that we find a massive intervention in the text. The first
lines of the Chinese text are really quite different from the English version:
My goodness, what a strange story! What a strange story! An average person
whose name is unknown to the world at large and who has achieved nothing
in life suddenly belongs to the top class of people. And just because he is the
doppelganger of someone else there are huge changes in his life. He suddenly
becomes a ruler, he is called a king. This is no madness and no dream; it is not
false and it is not true; it is not crazy and it is no play-acting. It is incredible!
You put the crown on your head and become king of a country. Can there
be anything so strange in this world? Yes, there can! And it all began with
Luotaoerfu [Rudolf].37

There is no trace of the wit of the original English novel. There is no scene at the breakfast table
experienced through the eyes and mind of a first-person narrator. Here someone is telling the
reader what is going to happen in the story he/she is about to start out on. There is something
strange in the story, there are mysteries that will be resolved in the course of the story, and all
of this has something to do with a person called Rudolf. And this Rudolf appears in the very
next paragraph as the first-person narrator: “Who am I? I’m Rudolf and my family name is
Langshengdi’er [Rassendyll]. The Lans are a very good and well-known English family.”38

At the beginning of the Chinese version, then, the reader meets two narrators. The first
one who places himself between the first-person narrator and the reader, has been created by the
translators. It is, in fact, the voice of the translators and it blocks the voice of Rudolf Rassendyll
initially. And this particular voice, so clear in the English text, remains blocked because,
when Rudolf does speak, he tells his story and the scene at the breakfast table as a kind of
Nacherzählung. All the niceties of conversation and the veiled attacks disappear and thus Rudolf
loses his individuality and becomes a rather flat figure, a type.
The translators’ addition at the very beginning of the story denies the possibility of presenting
36
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Rudolf as an individual who happens to be rich and bored at the moment, and Rudolf’s voice is
replaced by a mode of presentation that resembles commentary. Rudolf’s quasi-monologue about
his own person and his family becomes a mere summary of the requisite background information,
and it lacks the verve and liveliness of the English opening. Thus the first-person narrator loses
direct presence for the reader and becomes more like a generalisation and the final words of
the first paragraph – “Can there be anything so strange in this world? Yes, there can! And it all
began with Luotaoerfu” – are nothing more than an introduction to the person who will guide
us through the story. They form the basis for his presence in the text; they do not unfold his
particular and individual personality.
A further indication of the fact that Rudolf has lost his “round” character and become
rather flat instead is contained in the subtitle to the Chinese translation. It is categorised as lishi
xiaoshuo 歷史小說 (historical fiction). According to Chinese conceptions of fiction at the time,
this category of historical fiction was to offer its readers popular depictions of actual historical
events that contained an element of instruction.39 Historical fiction was to be didactic at base; it

was not to deal with the fates of individuals or impossible events.40
Both the subtitle and the mode of opening the story direct the reader’s attention to events
and their significance and truthfulness (especially since, for the Chinese reader, Ruritania is not
a fictional place) instead of focusing on the idiosyncrasies of a particular individual. The issues at
the centre of attention have become the “What” and “How” of a story, the “mystery” at its centre
and the explanations for it. Thus Rudolf is relegated to the position of the figure who accompanies
the reader through the story as a rather wooden hero. He is not a figure with whom the reader
should identify on the basis of his individuality. He has become the “hero” of the piece and he
will gain a certain significance, but he will not have the particular whims and weaknesses of a
Rudolf Rassendyll, the qualities that make him all too human. Thus the translators ignore certain
39
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scenes in the original where human weaknesses shine through. For instance when Rudolf’s pride
is wounded by being forced to sit on a horse in an ungainly fashion (a gentleman cuts a fine figure
in the saddle, after all) or when he refuses to forge the signature of the king (a gentleman does
not do that kind of thing).
This opening also offered Chinese readers a somewhat more familiar entry into a fictional
text than the English version would have done. One cannot imagine that the opening of the
English version would have had a particular attraction for Chinese readers of the day. Small
talks and minor quarrels at the breakfast table of an English aristocratic family would have
been extremely foreign to the Chinese reader. There cannot have been many unmarried young
Chinese men who took breakfast (and a boiled egg at that) with their sisters-in-law in the early
twentieth century. Moreover it was uncommon to open novels or stories in Chinese with direct
speech.41 Generally the topic of the novel, and sometimes a sketch of its plot, is offered in the

opening lines.42 The reader is thus expected to know what he is going to read about.43 Love
stories, political stories, detective stories are all labelled as such, and Western tales that open
with a first-person narrator are usually not rendered as such in the Chinese. The best examples
of this are the first translations of Sherlock Holmes’ stories that were done without Watson, the
first-person narrator of the Conan Doyle series, completely.44
The additional narrator in the Chinese translation can surely be seen as a kind of intermediary
between the Chinese reader and the largely foreign narrative style of the original. This new
narrator denies direct access to the narrator proper (the protagonist of the story), but such
narratorial distance is necessary if the hero and his actions are to form the basis for fundamental
and general observations about human behaviour. Thus the quirky Rudolf Rassendyll has been
transformed into a type that lends itself to didacticism. If the hero of the English story represents
41
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the transformation of a particular young man when he enters an exotic and fictional space, the
hero of the Chinese story is the bearer of meaning in general terms: he proffers examples of
correct behaviour, of correct attitudes and necessary abilities when placed in an exotic but real
foreign space. Such intervention on the part of the translators needs not be interpreted as a
return to traditional forms of writing, since these had long been dismissed in theory and the very
translation of foreign works was by definition considered a modern undertaking. What we can
observe here is a blending of the old and the new, the known and the unknown, as well as a mild
form of domestication of a foreign text.45

The final section of the translation of The Prisoner of Zenda also shows the translators’
interference. The last chapter of the English novel (Chapter 22) describes the life and sense of
being of the protagonist after leaving Ruritania. He first recovers physically and mentally in Tyrol
and subsequently returns to London via Paris. After a brief conversation with his brother, who
appears to suspect Rudolf’s secret but maintains a masculine and British silence about it, as well
as a further clash with his sister-in-law, Rudolf retires to the countryside where he loses all interest
in society life and politics. His sister-in-law “utterly despairs” of him, and his “neighbours think
him an indolent, dreamy, unsociable fellow.”46 Therefore to all appearances Rudolf has gone back
to his listless life of doing very little on a lot of money. However we quickly find out that he is
indeed ready to intervene again and act as a corrective to the world wherever it may be necessary.
He relates:
Yet I am a young man; and sometimes I have a fancy – the superstitious would
call it a presentiment – that my part in life is not altogether played; that,
somehow and some day, I shall mix again in great affairs. I shall again spin
policies in a busy brain, match my wits against my enemies’, brace my muscles
to fight a good fight and strike stout blows.47
In the Chinese version these lines are rendered as follows:
Living peacefully in the forest I do not believe that my life can be at an end
here. One day I shall again enter the arena of competition (必復置身於競爭
之場), will make plans and slay the foe, will use my spirit and strength and
become an important personage of the day (為當時重要之人物).48
The sense of the English version is basically adequately rendered in the Chinese version. In both
45
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cases the reader realises that the young man is aware of his capabilities and that, furthermore, he
is willing to use them in a good cause in the future if necessary. Yet there are some significant
differences in the messages of the two texts. The English text tells us that Rudolf is willing to
“mix again in great affairs” and to “fight a good fight and strike stout blows,” but the Chinese
version lends another dimension to this statement. Rudolf does not intend to “fight a good fight” –
with connotations again of the gentlemanly or scouting ideal – he is going to fight the good fight.
It is thus not a question of Rupert’s next adventure, which, for English readers, is described in
the sequel Rupert of Hentzau 魯珀特; the Chinese hero is going to take part in the struggle for
survival. The Chinese term jingzheng 競爭 (competition) does not refer to any “affairs” in which
Rudolf may become involved. It was a term in constant use in China from the late nineteenth
century that meant “competition” and connoted the Darwinian struggle for survival.49 That the
next fight has a deeper significance for the Chinese hero than for the English one is underscored
by his assertion that he wishes to become “an important personage of the day,” a statement not
present in the English text. The Chinese hero’s fight has little to do with a personal adventure,
which may or may not have an influence on “great affairs”; it has become a factor in a greater
undertaking in which courage and initiative will be rewarded: he will become an “important
personage of the day.” Courage, a sense of adventure and steadfastness in the service of the nation,
was exactly the kind of forces that were to be set free through the creation or translation of stories
of adventure and detection according to Chinese commentators.50
This Chinese ending links up with the paragraph added by the translators at the opening
of the story. Now, and at the end of the novel, the Chinese reader not only knows how it was
possible that an individual, who as yet was unknown to the world and without achievements,
could suddenly become a king; the reader also knows what these events have brought about,
what the results have been. Not only has Rudolf’s exemplary behaviour in his role as king made
a deep impression on the real king, who subsequently pledged to improve his behaviour, but the
fact that he has achieved something also creates a desire and the will in him to achieve more. The
unknown and inactive Rudolf of the beginning has become a person who has had an effect on the
world and is ready to do so again whenever necessary.
This “message” is also underscored in the final lines of the Chinese version. The English
text ends with a long passage in which Rudolf hopes that he will meet Princess Flavia again, a
romantic vision of a reunion that may only be possible after death:
And can it be that somewhere, in a manner whereof our flesh-bound minds
have no apprehension, she and I will be together again, with nothing to come
between us, nothing to forbid our love? That I know not, nor wiser heads than
49
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mine. But if it be never – if I can never hold sweet converse again with her, or
look upon her face, or know from her her love; why, then, this side the grave,
I will love as becomes the man whom she loves; and, for the other side, I must
pray a dreamless sleep.51
Rudolf’s discovery of true love has given him a new strength that enables him to tolerate the
situation he is in and to give up (for now) the idea of a deeper relationship with the princess.
The experience of that love, it seems, has been profound enough to cause great changes in the
rather flighty young man of the breakfast scene. The Chinese translation, however, closes on a
completely different note: a celebration of Flavia’s patriotic and motherly (Flavia as mother of the
nation) motives for being willing to go through with her marriage to the Ruritanian king and the
resulting happiness of the people of Ruritania:
When the Princess married the King of Lu, she was an example of motherliness
for the whole country (母儀一國). I was very attached to her, but she did not
belong to me because the whole country and the whole population of Ruritania
depended on her. That is why she did not regret marrying the King of Lu and
sacrificing her own love. 52
The sacrifice on the part of the princess was a hard one but, for the Chinese translators, a necessary
one. She is the perfect example of a woman who knows her duty.
The dreams of reunion entertained by Rudolf Rassendyll at the close of the English novel
are lacking for two reasons: for one, the Christian concepts of a loving God and the Heaven He
has prepared for us are images that Chinese readers could not relate to. For them the ideas may
well have just smacked of superstition. This links up with the second reason: Chinese theorists of
new fiction in the early twentieth century were all in agreement that the supernatural should be
banned from literature. Ghosts and other non-scientific worlds belonged to the registers of the old.
The revised Chinese ending to the novel successfully pushes the love motif into the
background. Neither is this motif, so central a factor in the English novel, mentioned in the
Chinese translators’ “introduction.” Throughout the Chinese text love does not play an important
role: it is not a major issue. One excellent example is in the following passionate scene between
Flavia and Rudolf during the ball mentioned above:
We went to supper; and half way through, I, half mad by then, for her glance
had answered mine, and her quick breathing met my stammered sentences – I
rose in my place before all the brilliant crowd, and taking the Red Rose that I
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wore, flung the ribbon with its bejewelled badge round her neck.53
The English passage, its rhythm and its wording, exudes the passion Rudolf feels at this moment.
The Chinese rendition states rather blandly: “When the dance was over we went to dinner, and
after the meal we left our servants and retired to a small room.”54
Instead of emphasising the love felt by the protagonist,55 the Chinese version thus closes
with the virtues that the nation requires: a willingness to fight, ambition, far-sightedness and
success for the male and an acceptance of patriotic duties for the female who, by her actions,
subsequently spurs the male on to greater deeds. Furthermore, when the male has overcome
the dangers and fulfilled his duties, the female guarantees the stability of the community. This
constellation was fairly common in the literature of the time.56 What remain after the passion and
emotional quality of the original have been expurgated are exemplary individuals whose inherent
bravery, skill and sense of responsibility have solved the nation’s problems. This is exactly what
the theorists of the historical novel had demanded. Love was at best a subordinate issue when it
came to politics and the nation.
The reworking of the beginning and the end of The Prisoner of Zenda by the Chinese
translators, while at the same time retaining the actual plot, is a fairly successful alteration of the
material in accordance with the demands for new fiction at the time: there is indeed an exemplary
hero who undergoes a successful transformation into a better person. However the individual,
Rudolf Rassendyl, has been stripped of his charm and wit, of his individuality. The novel in the
Chinese version has become far more serious; the characters are flat and have become types rather
than individual human beings. They represent virtues. Thus all the superficialities and the ironies
or sarcasms of the young and educated English gentleman have been removed. For instance, when
Rudolf returns to London he stops over in Paris to meet his old friend George. George relates the
events in Ruritania to his friend saying that he has “inside information,” information available
only to a small circle of international diplomats, he stresses. George’s information is nonsense, of
course, and Rudolf, despite his sad memories at the loss of Flavia has still not lost his sarcastic
bent. He formulates his thoughts as follows: “But if diplomatists never know anything more than
they had succeeded in finding out in this instance, they appear to me to be somewhat expensive
luxuries.”57 Such a remark would have been out of place in the Chinese context.
Chambers Cyclopaedia of English Literature of 1903 characterised The Prisoner of Zenda
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as a mixture of romance, satire, modernity and caricature.58 The act of translation into Chinese

with its link to history and reality, its removal of the romantic entanglement, the removal of satire
and caricature has caused it to develop a different character and significance. The adventures and
“mysteries” in the central European country somewhere east of Dresden – a place the translators
encourage their readers to believe in its existence – have been made into a didactic fable in which
almost everything that made and makes it popular in the English-speaking world has disappeared.
Some Concluding Remarks
How can one characterise such a reshaping of a foreign literary text? Can the results be
said to be a translation at all? Possibly not, since they resulted in the fact that the Chinese reader
did not and could not read the work that Anthony Hope had created. They read a novel quite
different from that enjoyed by English, American or German readers and not merely because they
probably believed that Ruritania was a real country somewhere in Europe. The interventions of
the translators made the novel into something different and they did this with clear aims in mind.
Wong Wang-chi has called the translation of Western literary works of the late-Qing and
early Republican era in China “an act of violence,”59 and that designation would appear to be
applicable to the present case as well. The translators, through their manipulations, show that
they were apparently not interested in the actual English novel; their aim was clearly not to
bring a work of English literature (however lightweight it may have been) to the attention of a
Chinese audience. Their interest was in the putative function of a foreign national literature and
its reform potential – the potential to renew a nation’s citizens (xinmin 新民), the potential that
Liang Qichao had asserted at the beginning of the twentieth century60 and that had become a kind
of mantra for almost all literary journals that arose afterwards.
Thus at the end of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth century Chinese
reformers and writers perceived in the foreign literature a power that they could not or would
not recognise in their own literary heritage. Literary theorists cemented this power and influence
in their discussion of the national literatures of strong countries and created a situation in which
readers would approach the translation of a foreign work with the appropriate expectation of the
qualities they had been promised. At the same time translators gained in authority: they were
the ones who selected the works for translation and they were presumably well-informed about
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foreign literatures.61 Translators were therefore both conduits for and creators of the new fiction

that was to play an important role in the reforming and modernizing of Chinese society. As the
present example shows, by means of their alterations and interventions they placed themselves
between the recipients and the original author and determined, through their activities, not only
which works were to be read but – and this is far more significant – how they were to be read.
Through their manipulation of foreign texts translators created examples of the type of
new fiction regarded as necessary for the Chinese audience. They utilised their literary and/
or foreign-language skills to construct a work that would fit the contemporary demands of a
modern Chinese national literature. That many of them were competent in foreign languages is
adequately illustrated by the present example of the translation of Anthony Hope’s The Prisoner
of Zenda. There can be no doubt that the translators would have been capable of rendering the
English text exactly as the author had written it. The fact that they did not do this shows that they
followed a particular plan; it was an act of will that, if one wishes, could be interpreted as an “act
of violence.” It was a conscious act whose motivating force is to be found both in the context of
the political situation of China since the late nineteenth century and in the attempt to undermine
the status and the forms of traditional writing in China.62
The result of the cooperation of Gan Yonglong and Zhu Bingxun is neither a translation
nor an adaptation. We need more appropriate terms to characterise it. On the one hand it can be
interpreted as a Nachdichtung (fangzuo 仿作) since it is unreliable in relation to the original; on the
other hand we can see in it an “afterlife” of Hope’s Prisoner of Zenda. The Chinese Nachdichtung
of Hope’s novel as an “historical novel” has an authority that the original never had, an authority
that derives from the contemporary definitions and expectations of foreign literatures and their
politico-social influence. Ironically enough, the Chinese version lacks all those elements that had
made the English novel so popular in the first place: the combination of adventure, romance and
wit. The translation of The Prisoner of Zenda was an “act of violence,” but there is no necessity
to place a negative interpretation on this fact unless one wishes to view it from the standpoint of
the translation purist. As Salman Rushdie has remarked: “It is normally supposed that something
always gets lost in translation; I cling, obstinately, to the notion that something can also be
gained.”63 And The Prisoner of Zenda certainly lost and gained something in the form of Lugong
61
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mishi. As one of the “afterlives” of Hope’s novel, a version of a work that may be quite separate
from its putative “origin” and that depends on the perceived needs of the culture processing it
at any given historical moment,64 Hope’s novel gained new and different significance through

its translation into Chinese in the early years of the twentieth century. Detailed scrutiny of such
“translations” of foreign texts and their new environments and close comparison with the original
offer us more than a list of linguistic “mistakes,” discrepancies, additions or alterations; they
show us the mechanisms and the context of the early phase of the reception of foreign literature
in China and they should encourage us to develop a sensitivity not only for the conditions of
publication in China but also for the literary, socio-political and commercial (in other words,
cultural) context of their publication in the countries of their origin. In this way we can arrive
at a better understanding of a transnational phenomenon: a Chinese readership believed it had
before it an example of those foreign works that its men of letters had been praising for so long
and yet in reality it was reading a Sinicised version of the work. This has repercussions for the
contemporary Chinese understanding of foreign literature and also for the further development
of Chinese fiction. Translators (and perhaps writers of the day) borrowed the plot of Anthony
Hope’s novel, along with the authority that came with foreign text, and then manipulated it in the
hope of producing a work that would both interest and instruct their readership, exemplify their
version of new writing and develop the genre of fiction in China. Further detailed case studies of
late-Qing translation can enrich our understanding of the development of Chinese literature in a
transitional era and help us map out one of the many modes in which “newness” enters the world.
In connection with the migrant, Salman Rushdie has observed that he “is not simply transformed
by his act; he also transforms his new world. Migrants may well become mutants, but it is out
of such hybridization that newness can emerge.65 As this analysis of the migration of Anthony
Hope’s The Prisoner of Zenda to China has shown, relocation of texts into other geo-cultural
arenas can offer similar innovative possibilities.※
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